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To my mother and father

I am sure I have always thought of Christmastime, when it has come round—apart from the
veneration due to its sacred name and origin, if
anything belonging to it can be apart from that
—as a good time; a kind, forgiving, charitable,
pleasant time.
Charles Dickens, A Christmas Carol
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PROLOGUE: NINE DOGS, A SLEIGH
AND A MONSTER

I

t was early Christmas morning. The
world was still in darkness with only
moments left before daybreak. The sun was
forcing its head against the heavy shades of
black that had gathered through the long winter
night. Finally, the darkness began to lift; it
slowly receded to unveil the deep, crystalline
blue of the twilight hour. At last, a thin strip of
pale orange light emerged along the skyline, although the sun had not yet risen over the horizon. It was such a miracle – often forgotten and
taken for granted by most – that had blessed all
the occupants of the planet every single day
since the beginning of time.
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The Sun and the Moon
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The world was covered in snow. Nine dogs
pulled a bright red sleigh with golden blades. It
carried an old man whose silvery hair and deeplined brow gave away his age despite his exceptionally radiant complexion and fearless manner.
He wore a red Santa costume – fittingly enough,
given that it was Christmas morning. There was
also a boy around the age of eleven or twelve in
the sleigh. They stood upright despite the
breakneck speed of the charging sleigh.
‘Go, go, go! Keep going and don’t look back!
We can do it!’ the man bellowed as he punched
the air above him.
Now, several things might seem odd about
this scene.
In a curious contrast to the Santa outfit the
old man was wearing, the boy was in his pyjamas despite the biting cold; his hair was dishevelled as if he had just jumped out of bed in
a hurry. Even the dogs were not the sorts typically seen pulling a sledge. They were all different kinds – from hunting breeds to the ones
often used as police dogs, search dogs, guard
dogs and family pets.
But what was truly extraordinary was that
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the sleigh ran neither through the snow-covered
hills nor across the icy lake. Not even round a
school playground or the track in a stadium. It
flew across the sky from where the features of
the landscape below looked tiny and trivial. At
dizzying speed, it had just crossed the vast
Eurasian continent and now shot above the sea
between China and Korea.
Moreover, something was chasing after them
at an equally blinding speed. Green like a reptile, it had the head of a wild boar, the body of a
man and the feet of a dinosaur; it held an axe in
one hand and a shield in the other. Cutting
across the night sky like a comet, it rode a patch
of dark cloud and, every time it wielded the axe,
a lightning bolt flashed with a roar of thunder. It
could also speak the human language, continually belittling and insulting the motley group on
the run.
‘Give up your pathetic eﬀorts right now!’
cried the monster. Then it let out a cry like that
of a howling beast; the fearsome sound shook
the heavens and tore the atmosphere. Lightning
sparked from its axe and darted towards the
sleigh, almost striking the pair in flight.
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Dogs in the Sky
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Luckily, the sleigh made a quick turn just in
time and they got away by a hair’s breadth. Instead, the spike of light hit the rear corner of the
sleigh, bounced oﬀ and dissipated into nothingness.
‘Obey my command and stop at once!’
A brutal cry of fury filled the sky once more
as the monster writhed with rage and leapt into
the void. In one terrifying move, it raised the
axe and slashed through the air. A single flash
of lightning issued forth, followed by a deafening crash of thunder.

1

THE LUCKY FOX AND THE
CUNNING DUMPLING

Y

‘

oungho Kim!’ screeched an angry
woman’s voice. Youngho was sitting
at his desk in the middle of a full
class. He had dozed oﬀ, it seemed. To make matters worse, the teacher glaring at him at this
very moment was none other than Mrs Park –
his history teacher and a notorious disciplinarian. In other words, he was in big trouble.
It happened to be the last class of the day
and he’d begun to feel quite drowsy halfway
through. His neck had slowly lost its strength
and given way to the sleep creeping over him.
Repeatedly nodding oﬀ and jerking his head
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back up with a start, he’d hoped to stay awake
for another twenty minutes. Despite his best efforts, however, Mrs Park’s low, mechanical voice
had worked like a sleeping pill. He just couldn’t
fight it in the end.
‘Stand up at once!’ Mrs Park yelled. ‘Didn’t
you get any sleep last night? To fall asleep in
class! And this is only a primary school, for
goodness’ sake! How on earth are you going to
survive when you go on to middle and secondary school?’
Youngho gulped in dismay. He was not
feeling tired any more even though he had had
ridiculously little sleep. He’d been up almost all
night reading a detective novel – with a torch
under the duvet so that the light wouldn’t leak
out of his room and catch Mum’s attention. He
would usually do everything on his mobile, but
Mum had installed an app called Night-time Monitor, which meant that his mobile would lock itself and couldn’t be accessed after nine o’clock
every evening. He’d kept telling himself, just a
little bit more, just a little bit more, and he’d ended
up reading the whole thing.
Having turned twelve last summer, Youngho
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was in his sixth and final year attending Jinsung
Primary School on the outskirts of Seoul. It was
now December; so he was only about a month
short of becoming twelve and a half. While he
had black hair and dark brown eyes like most
people in the country, he could be easily spotted
by his big dreamy eyes that drooped good-naturedly and the permanently sun-burned olivebrown skin of someone who spent a lot of his
time outdoors. Though smaller than most other
kids of his age, he had unusually big feet for his
height; it meant that he wore clothes for
younger children, but used shoes meant for
older teenagers, sometimes even adults.
He saw himself more as a late bloomer,
hoping that he would grow one day to balance
out the size of his feet. Someday he was surely
going to grow so tall that nobody would even
recognise him after the summer break.
What he lacked in stature, Youngho more
than made up for with his prodigious knack for
getting himself in trouble. No matter what he
did, he would always find himself in a mess –
each time an even deeper one than before. Indeed, it made others wonder how much trouble
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this small and seemingly harmless child was capable of getting into. Somehow, though, an incredible streak of luck saved him each time.
Moreover, he was a rather sweet-looking child
with his doe eyes and shy smile, although he
was not aware of it himself. And his innocent
looks did help whenever he got himself in deep
trouble. He needed all the help he could get as it
happened quite often.
Embarrassed, Youngho stood up awkwardly
from his seat. The whole class turned to stare.
Mrs Park glowered at Youngho over her thick
half-moon spectacles.
‘Okay, Sleeping Beauty! You must know the
answer to this one if you can sit back and take a
beauty nap in my class!’
The class roared with laughter. Mrs Park
paused for a while as if relishing the moment.
Youngho thought it was rather uncharacteristic
of her to look so enthusiastic.
‘In recent decades, the world has seen rapid
development in many areas such as science,
technology and communications,’ she began. ‘It
has come increasingly closer together as a result, becoming ever so “small” in common par-
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lance. Now, what do you call such a
phenomenon?’
Youngho had absolutely no idea! He started
feeling lightheaded. It was probably something
they had covered while he was asleep.
‘It must be a breeze for you, for sure, if you
can just doze oﬀ leisurely in class!’ Mrs Park
said with gusto and added tantalisingly, ‘I’ll let
you oﬀ this once if you get the right answer.’
All eyes were on Youngho now. Some with
sympathy. Some with curiosity as to whether he
could find a way out of this predicament. Mrs
Park’s lips curved ever so slightly upwards.
Youngho wondered if it could be the first time
that he’d ever seen her smile.
‘Yeah, um ... L-Lemme think—’ Youngho
tried to come up with something sensible to say,
but all he could manage was a helpless jumble
of nonsense.
‘No “ums”! We haven’t got all day!’ Mrs Park
pressed him.
A trickle of cold sweat ran down Youngho’s
back. If he didn’t get the right answer, she was
undoubtedly going to ring his parents straight
away.
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Youngho is in Trouble
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Mum had caught him once while he was
playing computer games in his bedroom in the
middle of the night. To this day he regretted
that tragic mistake. Come morning, she had
moved his cherished computer and books to the
living room – except those on the school reading
list. Of course, they still belonged to Youngho
and he had access to them, but he could use
them only during fixed hours set by Mum. Otherwise, he had to ask for special permission as if
he were in a public library. All he had got as
compensation was a single photo album in case
he was awake again after bedtime. Then there
was the Night-time Monitor app – Youngho called
it Night-time Disaster – which had been installed
after the day his beloved computer was forced
into exile.
All this pointed to the fact that Youngho had
to find the answer to Mrs Park’s question. The
world coming closer together as one – What was
it again? He searched desperately through the
farthest corners of his brain. He vaguely remembered having seen something similar on telly
once. Or was it in the educational comics he’d
got for his birthday? Anyway, there was nothing
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to lose in having a go. Tentatively, Youngho answered with the first word that came to mind.
‘Is it ... um ... globalisation?’
The faint curve of a smile disappeared from
Mrs Park’s lips instantly.
‘Correct ... not bad at all!’ she said, looking
disappointed.
While Youngho heaved a sigh of relief as quietly as possible, she continued crossly, ‘Consider
yourself extremely lucky! If it ever happens
again, there’ll be consequences!’ She looked
around at the room full of children and emphasised, ‘Don’t forget that, everyone!’
‘Yes, Miss!’ everybody chanted.
Shortly afterwards, the school bell sounded
announcing the end of the class. Kids poured
out of classrooms and filled the corridor – running, screaming and laughing. His school bag
slung over a shoulder, Youngho shot out, too,
together with his best friend Manu.

It was icy cold outside – cold enough to see the
moisture from their breaths freeze and turn into
little puﬀs of cloud.
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Globalisation
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Traces of snowfall from earlier were visible.
Trodden and driven over into a grey mass of
slush, it had then frozen again and was now littered with gravel and sand, which brought out
the gloom against the dull winter sky. However,
the boys couldn’t care less, dreary though it
was. Youngho and Manu strolled lightly down
the street along the brick wall enclosing the
school.
‘Foxy, how did you get the answer to Mrs
Park’s question?’ Manu said, looking incredulous. ‘I don’t think I could’ve answered that ...
and I’m not the one who’d been sleeping!’
Youngho often went by the name of Foxy, a
nickname created by Manu, which Youngho disliked vehemently. Manu claimed that, if repeated
very fast, Youngho’s full name with surname
first – Kim Youngho – sounded like Kumiho,
which was a mythological fox with nine tails in
Korean folklore. Kumiho was said to take the
form of a beautiful woman, often luring unsuspecting travellers to their deaths and eating
their livers. Youngho couldn’t disagree more
about this absurd comparison and, finding it
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quite annoying, said loud and clear that his
name didn’t even remotely sound like it. Still,
he couldn’t stop Manu, who ended up enjoying
it even more, and the name kind of stuck.
‘I was just lucky, I suppose. But what’s your
excuse, Dumpling? Wasn’t it something you’d
learned while I was asleep?’
Youngho had counter-attacked on the nickname by dubbing Manu ‘Dumpling’, shortened
from ‘Fried Dumpling’. In his turn, Youngho
also insisted that the word for ‘fried dumpling’
in Korean, Kunmandu, sounded like Manu’s full
name with the surname first – Kwon Manu. Besides, it was a perfect nickname for Manu who
loved eating. This nickname had been carefully
picked to demean, insult and irritate endlessly.
However, Manu didn’t seem to mind in the
slightest, which was incredibly boring.
‘What? “Just lucky” – how come I never get
“just lucky” like that?’ Manu said, shaking his
head. ‘We didn’t learn it in class while you were
taking your beauty nap. That’s why everyone
was so surprised! Did you see Mrs Park’s face,
mate?’
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Manu squinted at Youngho with a surly expression, clearly imitating the teacher; he did a
playful pantomime of lowering imaginary
reading glasses and frowning over them.
Youngho couldn’t help but laugh, and elbowed
Manu’s side in a fake martial arts move. Manu
clutched his stomach as if in great pain, his
knees slowly bending and hitting the half-frozen
ground, with a soundless scream of horror.
Youngho and Manu had been neighbours in
the same block of flats ever since they were little, and they’d grown up playing together.
Manu’s family had recently bought a house and
moved to another neighbourhood, but both of
them still went to Jinsung Primary School and
found themselves in the same class in their final
year, becoming even closer than ever before. His
face still chubby with puppy fat and eyes twinkling with mischief, Manu was half-Chinese
from his mother’s side and could even speak
fluent Mandarin. Well, Manu claimed that he
did, but there was no way for Youngho to verify
if he really did or not. Manu’s mother used to be
a chef and, every time Youngho went to Manu’s
house, she would make something delicious –
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often something he had never tasted before.
Youngho’s favourite so far was Peking Duck
tacos; they were so good and fun to put together. It was no wonder Manu’s favourite pastime was eating!
It was winter break soon and, after spring
break next year, they had to change schools to
go on to middle school. If they ended up in different schools, they had no choice but to be
parted, possibly for good. The decision of which
school they went on to depended on a computerised lottery system based on the school district they belonged to. In the end, the odds were
not on their side, especially now that they didn’t
live in the same area. Youngho knew how
crushed he would be if they got separated, but
they never talked about that, and he just hoped
for the best.
But he didn’t have to worry about it right
now. Youngho and Manu started their play-fight
as they always did, performing exaggerated
mock martial arts moves. It was Foxy’s signature taekwondo side kick versus Dumpling’s
kung fu manoeuvres today. School bags were
cast aside right at the start despite the slush,
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and they even had to take oﬀ their thick winter
jackets.
Pow! Wow! Wham! Bam! Flying tiger kick! Hiyah!
Kapow! Bang! Smack! Praying mantis strike! The
two boys were sweating profusely in no time
and, after a while, picked up their school bags
and jackets to go home. They were about to
turn the corner and say goodbye to each other
for the day when they heard a voice calling out
to them. It sounded intimidating and almost
sinister.
‘Oi, you two! What are you doing here?’
Youngho and Manu stopped short and
turned towards the voice – it had come from a
tall, lanky boy, about fifteen years old by the
look of him; two others around the same age
flanked him. One of the other two wore thick
spectacles, his face covered in acne scars, while
the third had a big mole on his cheek. They
were much bigger than Youngho and Manu, and
undoubtedly older too.
‘This is our territory!’ the lanky one snarled.
‘And you’ve been fighting here without our permission!’ He took a step forward threateningly.
His deepening voice sounded as if he had some-
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thing stuck in his throat, and made Youngho
cringe with dislike.
‘It wasn’t a real fight. We were only playfighting!’ Youngho replied at once. ‘And since
when is this your—’ Manu nudged him before
he could finish the sentence.
‘Play-fighting or fight-fighting, it’s the same
thing to us!’ hissed Lanky.
The one with spectacles took over. ‘You have
engaged in an act of violence in our territory,’ he
declared, ‘and you must pay the penalty!’
The third one with the mole on his cheek
folded his arms and laughed, baring his yellowed teeth.
How could this be their territory? It’s a public
street going in and out of school! Youngho thought
to himself indignantly, but he decided to keep
his mouth shut this time. What now? It felt like
there was no way out.
All of a sudden, Manu pointed towards the
school gate and shouted, ‘Look! It’s Mrs Park,
heading this way!’
The three bullies turned around at the same
time to look. In that instant, Manu quickly
grabbed Youngho by the arm and yanked him
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towards a shop on the opposite side of the
street. The two boys ran for their lives and, in a
split second, disappeared behind the door while
the bullies had their backs turned.

– END OF THIS SAMPLE –

